
Resist / Organise / Replicate

325 is an anti-capitalist & anarchist magazine reproducing

insurrectionary news and ideas from around the world. We

carry extensive news reports about international resistance to

capitalist domination of the planet. Four years have passed

since the first issue was printed by the irrelevant scoundrels

that pose as editors. Since then, our writers have given first

hand reportage and analysis on, amongst other things, the Anti-

G8 events of Germany 2007, (the biggest police and military

operation by the German state since World War II), the ‘CPE’

labour-rights mass incident in France, 2006, which paralyzed

the country, as well as being on the  scene for the extensive and

furious French Ghetto riots of 2005. Also covered has been the

Anti-G8 ‘Suicide (Black) Blok’ in Gleneagles, Scotland, 2005,

which gave the London Metropolitan police a well deserved

Euro-style beating; At CzechTek 2005 - our writers were in the

thick of the resistance against the brutal police shut down of

Europe’s premier free-party...

325 is no idle journalism, we print contributed reports from the

insurrectionists themselves, not only from those on the streets

fighting back, but we don’t forget those locked down - 325 gives

a lot of space for prisoners to express their discontent, to make

visible the hidden places of Capital and to enable people to

contact and act in solidarity with them.

As a project 325 focuses on the anti-prison struggle as an

aspect of anarchist community organisation that seeks to

abolish all bosses, landlords, politicians, police, and judges - All

hierarchy must go! The ever-growing prison society that

surveillance and exploitation has created in our world, helped by

the latest technologies must be destroyed.

As long as we can make it possible 325 will continue to report

other incidents of conflict with the state and financial bodies and

their paid servants. In an increasingly repressive Europe,

subversive publications and the activity reported in them is

targeted by the state as “terrorist”.  We know who holds the

real terror - all those who direct armies to mass-murder

through the exploitation of the people and the biosphere,

violently preventing any resistance to their brutal order. The

energy crisis of industrialisation and the ongoing total ecological

meltdown means that opposition to this system must critically

undermine all the repressive forces within and without, to

overthrow the entire system which is killing all life on this planet.

Industrial modernity and the technological society have wrought

cataclysmic changes on our species and the Earth, the coming

years are critical. It is time to act, without waiting.

www.325collective.com
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